Dorset Humanists Bulletin – April 2021

Serving the humanist community in Dorset

Saturday 10th April at 2.00pm
Join us on Zoom from 1.30pm for friendly meet and greet. Talk starts at 2.00pm.
Meeting ID: 837 3956 2877 Passcode: 133068 or click photo for hyperlink.

Assisted Dying? What, Why, and How…
A talk by Barry Newman. Should we have some control over the time
and nature of our ending? This topic is surprisingly complex ̶
philosophically, ethically, medically, and socially. Barry takes us
through the relevant terminology, criteria and scenarios, six objections
and two arguments in favour. Towards the end of the talk he surveys
the international situation and the failed attempts in the UK to change
the law. Medical opinion, however, is changing fast. Barry is a retired intensive care medicine
consultant and this is his third talk for Dorset Humanists. He qualified at the University of
Cape Town and was appointed consultant at Poole Hospital in 1988.
Wednesday 28th April at 7.30pm
Join us on Zoom from 7.00pm for friendly meet and greet. Talk starts at 7.30pm.
Meeting ID: 848 9676 9637 Passcode: 876406 or click photo for hyperlink.

Humanist Global Charity: Reaching
Young Minds in Africa
Humanist Global Charity, founded in 2015, is a humanist charity
based in California which works throughout the world. Our speaker
Dan Beaton is a staff member. He will introduce the work of the
organisation and the work he does teaching critical thinking, sexual
health and nutrition. Dan studied philosophy to MA level at the University of Birmingham.
He lives with his partner in London and they had the first humanist wedding in East Africa.
Steven Pinker and Daniel Dennett are Honorary Board Members of Humanist Global Charity
which works toward a world with humanist values, that respects science, secular education,
sustainability, kindness, & democracy. Its mission is to provide secular support to at-risk
populations internationally, via educational opportunities, technological solutions, health
assistance and small business grants. It works in 49 countries.
Read more about the charity here: Humanist Global Charity

Email: chairman@dorsethumanists.co.uk
Phone: 07910 886629
HMRC Charities Ref No EW10227

Click for
events

Click for
website
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Saturday 8th May at 2.00pm
Join us on Zoom from 1.30pm for friendly meet and greet. Talk starts at 2.00pm.
Meeting ID: 833 5654 3947 Passcode: 473664 or click photo for hyperlink.

The Equiano Project
“Identity politics has failed us – it’s time for better ideas”
The Equiano Project, founded in August 2020, is a forum for debate,
discussion and ideas. It facilitates conversations about and promotes
the values of freedom, humanism and universalism. Founder of the
project Inaya Folarin Iman explains that the political ideology known
as ‘identity politics’ has not brought about a more cohesive and
tolerant society, but instead, has brought deeper division and social conflict. She says ‘It’s time
for a new narrative on race’.
Our speaker Zara Qureshi is Project Manager for the Equiano Project. Zara is a recent Politics
and Modern Foreign Languages graduate and has spent the last six years of her life trying to
master the art of asking questions about the world around her and think critically. In doing so,
she’s been able to contribute her thoughts on London Live, BBC Radio Asian Network and in
Parliament. As a direct result of her university experience on campus and in the classroom,
Zara has been exploring race-related issues and free-speech issues. The Equiano Project is
named after the 18th-century writer and abolitionist, Olaudah Equiano.
Wednesday 8th May at 2.00pm
Join us on Zoom from 1.30pm for friendly meet and greet. Talk starts at 2.00pm.
Meeting ID: 833 5654 3947 Passcode: 473664 or click photo for hyperlink.

Humanist of the Year 2021
John Kingston is our 2021 Humanist of the
Year! John has done the meticulous work of
keeping our accounts since 2017 and we are
immensely grateful for his attention to detail
and for leaving us with a healthy bank
balance! John’s successor in the role of
treasurer is Daniel Dancey.

Committee role changes
Lyn Glass has done an incredible job of finding
our Saturday Speakers since 2013. Her claim
to fame in the job is becoming ‘close personal
friends’ with celebrity speakers including
Robin Ince and Professor A C Grayling. Susan
Bryson arranged for Lyn to receive a bouquet of flowers to show
our appreciation. Lyn will continue in her role as Vice Chair of
Dorset Humanists and she will assist with speaker transport (to
maintain her celebrity contacts!) and special events. Simon
Whipple will now work jointly with David Warden to find speakers
for our events programme.

Phil James’
talk
Phil James’s recent
talk on postmodernism and the
way we use language
is available on our You
Tube channel. Click
the button below:
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The Goldilocks Paradox
Sixty people tuned in to listen to our speaker Geoff Kirby on 13th March.
Geoff, a member of Dorset Humanists, is a retired scientist and he has
taken up publishing books on a wide variety of topics including the
autobiographical ‘My Lost Childhood’ and ‘Wacky and Wonderful
Misconceptions about our Universe.’ This is an edited version of his talk.
As a scientist I have always had the
commitment to look for evidence that my
decision to embrace atheism at the age of
eleven was wrong. That’s the way science
works. Ideas and theories must be continually
reviewed. Only by this ruthless process of
challenging and testing can our understanding
of the universe and everything in it be
constructed into a meaningful and useful set
of theories. By the age of eleven I was pretty
much convinced that the notion of a God was
rather silly. However, there were two ideas in
favour of there being gods that I struggled
with for over half a century: “How did the
universe come into existence?” and “Why is
our universe so exquisitely tuned to the
existence of life and, in particular, humanity?
Doesn’t this require an intelligent creator?”.

How did the universe come into
existence?
The ‘creation story’ of science has developed
rapidly in the 21st century and is proving
remarkably successful in its explanations and
evidence. Stephen Hawking’s posthumously
published book Brief Answers to the Big
Questions is a brilliant read in simple
language. He explains how universes can
come into existence without supernatural
intervention. Our universe popped into
existence out of what he calls a Quantum
Vacuum in an event known as the Big Bang.
Initially, all the universe that we now see was
smaller than an atom. At that point, space
and time also came into existence. People ask
what happened before the Big Bang. That’s a
meaningless question because there was no
time before the universe sprung into
existence. It’s like asking “What is North of

the North Pole?”. People also ask where did
the Big Bang happen? Again, this is a
meaningless question because the Quantum
Vacuum has no space dimensions. It is a vast
field of energy with no shape or dimensions
and no time. Because the Quantum Vacuum
does not exist in time, it is meaningless to ask
when or how it was created.
Quantum Theory is one of the most
successful theories ever proposed to explain
the universe. Its predictions have been tested
to extraordinary levels of accuracy. It works
spectacularly well and it predicts things like
the Quantum Vacuum which can pop
universes into existence. The Quantum
Vacuum contains no space or time but it has
energy – lots of it. A fluctuation in this energy
field produces two bubbles of energy. These
are two new universes, a universe with time
and space and an anti-universe with anti-time
and anti-space. One of these universes goes
on to be the one we live in. As an illustration,
imagine an empty farm field. There’s nothing
in it – totally empty. Now dig a hole and pile
the earth up in a heap. From nothing we have
produced two real entities – a hole and a
heap of earth. We could call these a hole and
an anti-hole. Put the earth back in the hole
and they have annihilated each other, and the
field is once more featureless. This is a very
crude analogy but perhaps you get the idea.
Quantum Theory is so amazingly accurate
that
calculations
combined
with
measurements from the Large Hadron
Collider have enabled the history of our
universe to be traced back accurately to when
the universe was about one-tenth of a
trillionth of a second old.
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Why is our universe is so exquisitely
finely tuned to allow life to exist?
The universe appears to be extremely finely
tuned to allow – even to encourage – human
life to exist. It is just right in the way that Baby
Bear’s porridge was just right for Goldilocks –
and that’s how the paradox got its name.
How could this happen unless the universe
was designed and created by some
unimaginable God-like being, possessing vast
intelligence and interventionist powers?
It is estimated that the average number of
stars in each galaxy is about 200 billion stars.
Furthermore, there could be as many as 2
trillion galaxies in the visible universe. That
means that there are about 400 billion trillion
stars in our universe. In the late 1920s it was
discovered by Edwin Hubble that the universe
is expanding and that the entire universe
must have come into existence a measurable
time in the distant past from what is now
called the ‘Big Bang’. This happened 13.77
billion years ago. The size of the universe was
initially smaller than an atom. When the
universe came into existence it did so with
several properties which determined its
future. Nobody knows why these properties
had the values they did but, had these
numbers been even slightly different, the
universe would have evolved in totally
different ways, very few of which would have
allowed life to develop.
For example, the value of the gravitational
constant, G, is 6.67430x10-11Nm2Kg-2 where
the unit N is a Newton. Don’t worry about the
equation, but the value of ‘G’ controls the
way that our universe has developed and
nobody knows why it has the value it does.
Had gravity been just slightly weaker, the
expanding gases from the Big Bang would not
have condensed into stars. The universe
would have been no more than a very thin
cloud of hydrogen and helium gas expanding
forever. No stars, no planets, no life. Had the
force of gravity been just slightly stronger, the
universe would not have been able to expand
as it has done. Very quickly, the universe
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might have expanded only to the size of, say,
a football before being pulled back by gravity
into a volume unimaginably smaller than an
atom. Our universe is what it is because of
the force of gravity is very precisely right.
I’m going to give you a second example of our
universe being, like Baby Bear’s porridge, just
right. The atoms which make up all material
things in the universe consist of a nucleus and
a cloud of electrons surrounding that nucleus.
The nucleus consists of protons which have a
positive electrical charge and neutrons which
have no charge. Think back to your school
science classes. Like electrical charges repel
each other, so you were told. So, how do the
protons stay in the nucleus when they are
repelling each other so very powerfully? The
nucleus does not fly apart because, when the
protons are very close to each other, another
force comes into play. This is called the Strong
Nuclear Force. If the strength of this Strong
Nuclear Force were to be only 2% weaker, the
protons would fly apart and it would be
impossible have any atoms other than
hydrogen in the universe whose nucleus is a
single proton. Our Sun gets its energy from
converting hydrogen into helium but, helium
would be impossible to make because the
nucleus of helium atoms would fly apart.
There would be no stars and there would be
no planets for life to cling onto. If the Strong
Nuclear Force were just 2% stronger than it is,
the protons would clump into pairs called
diprotons and no other atoms would exist.
Again, no stars, no galaxies, no planets, no
life.

The God hypothesis
We see that the force of gravity and of the
Strong Nuclear Force are exquisitely finely
balanced to allow a universe to exist that
allows stars, planets and life to exist. There
are 25 other characteristics of our universe
that also have to be just right to allow life to
exist in that universe. Surely this can only
have happened if the universe had been
created by an all-powerful being of vast
intelligence who set up the 27 numbers?
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There are many other factors that make life
dependent on curious coincidences such as
the fact that ice is 10% less dense than water
which has allowed life to live in the oceans
even when the surface was completely
covered with ice. Having a relatively large
Moon has also encouraged life to develop on
Earth. The Earth’s axis of rotation is inclined
at about 23½ degrees to the plane of its orbit
around the Sun. This tilt gives us our seasons.
It allows life to flourish all over the globe
except at the poles where there are five
months of darkness every year which makes
these regions inhospitable to life. The tilt of
the Earth changes over a period of about
100,000 years but only by a small amount.
The Moon’s gravitational pull stabilizes the
Earth and stops it toppling over. In contrast,
Mars has only two tiny moons which have no
effect on the tilt of Mars. This means that the
tilt of the rotational axis of Mars has
wandered by a huge amount and there were
epochs when the poles almost pointed at the
Sun. This would have been very inhospitable
for life developing on Mars because large
parts of the planet would be in months of
darkness at a temperature as low as 100
degrees below freezing.
Why does the Earth have such a large Moon?
Well, it is believed to be the result of an
incredibly unlikely collision between the early
Earth and a planet about the size of Mars. The
smaller body has been named Theia. The
chance of two such bodies colliding in the
early days of the solar system has been
estimated to be very small. This is yet another
coincidence whereby our universe and our
Earth appear to be so very finely tuned to
allow life to exist.

Did life evolve from a single freak
organism?
When scientists consider life coming into
existence in the oceans of the early Earth
over 3 billion years ago, some believe that the
production of the first single-celled life form
from a mixture of ordinary lifeless molecules,
such as methane, nitrogen, carbon and
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ammonia was an amazing fluke. Professor
Brian Cox (above), the cosmological heartthrob, has stated that the probability of life
coming into existence is so incredibly small
that Earth is probably the only planet in the
universe where this has happened and that all
life on Earth evolved from one cell. His
argument is that all life on Earth has the same
basic DNA structure. Even the simplest early
bacteria had DNA built up from over a million
components each containing about fifty
atoms. How likely is it that such a hugely
complicated structure could have been
formed in a primordial soup of simple
molecules? He, and many scientists, believe
that all life has evolved from a single freak
single-celled organism.

“…over two hundred types of
organic molecules have been
discovered in gas clouds in deep
space including some of the
amino acids found in DNA.”
Professor Sir Fred Hoyle said that “The
chance of life appearing spontaneously on
Earth and evolving to what we see today is
lower than the chance of a tornado sweeping
through a junkyard and assembling a Jumbo
Jet”. Many scientists, including me, do not
believe this. When astronomers look at
distant gas clouds in our Galaxy, they find a
huge number of different chemicals and
molecules. Currently over two hundred types
of organic molecules have been discovered in
gas clouds in deep space including some of
the amino acids that are found in DNA.
Maybe the primordial oceans produced
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trillions of independent single celled
organisms but they were all identical because
life can only be based around DNA. It is
known that, once established on Earth, life
evolved to live in extreme conditions such as
in boiling hot springs, in volcanic vents at the
bottom of the ocean and in lakes so acidic
that metal objects dropped in quickly
corrode. Despite the pessimism of Professor
Brian Cox, spacecraft are being sent to Mars
and to the moons of Jupiter to search for life.
The number of Earth-like rocky planets in the
Universe is 700,000,000,000,000 (700
trillion). With this number of Earth-like
planets in the universe, can life be an
incredibly rare fluke in a universe exquisitely
finely tuned for it to flourish only on Earth?

have a different combination of values of the
27 numbers that define the universe. Another
variant of Quantum Theory called M-Theory
suggests that the number of universes may be
infinite. If that is true, then every type of
universe will exist. We live in one that just
randomly suits us. A curious fact about an
infinite number of universes is that they will
include every possible duplication of any one
universe. This means that there will be an
infinite number of universes identical to the
one we live in. Out there is a universe
identical to ours such that there is someone
looking identical to me giving a talk on the
“Goldilocks Universe” to an audience identical
to all of you using software called Zoom. And
there is an infinity of such identical universes!

Although it seems that the universe is
extremely finely tuned to allow life to
flourish, it also seems to be well equipped to
destroy life. The universe was a severe threat
to life on Earth when a succession of Ice Ages
covered much of the northern hemisphere
with over one kilometre of ice. It has been
estimated that the global population of Homo
Sapiens fell to below 150,000 individuals at
one time during this long period of glaciation.
We almost didn’t make it and went extinct.
So, is the universe really finely tuned to allow
and encourage life to exist?

"The universe is not fine-tuned
for humanity... humanity is finetuned to the universe“.

String Theory and the multiverse
String Theory, which is a modern
development of Quantum Theory predicts
that there are a huge number of universes
other than ours. According to this theory,
multiple universes exist which have all
possible combinations of characteristics and
we naturally find ourselves within one that
supports our existence. Quantum String
Theory suggests there could be as many as
10500 universes all with different ‘constants’.
This number, one followed by five hundred
zeroes, is so incomprehensibly large that
there will certainly be many universes with
just the right values for the constants that
produce universes that are favourable for life
to develop. Each of these universes would

I’m going to end with the parable of the
Littlepuddletonians. Are
we
deluding
ourselves by thinking of the universe having
been created for the human race to exist?
Consider a species of tiny creatures living in a
puddle on Bournemouth Esplanade. They
know nothing of the world outside their
puddle. They love their world. Occasionally
food falls into the puddle from humans
passing by eating sandwiches and the crumbs
fall into the puddle. This falls like manna to
feed them as the Israelites were allegedly fed
in the desert. It seems as though the universe
of the Littlepuddletonians was perfectly
tuned to allow them to exist. Then, one day
the puddle dried up and they all died. Are we
also fooling ourselves that the universe exists
to suit us or is the universe unaware of us and
we are just a by-product of chemistry and
random chance? Gods are not needed to
explain the birth of the universe or its
development. Science is doing that very well.
n Geoff also spoke about the intriguing
possibility that the universe we are living in is
actually a computer simulation created by an
advanced civilization.
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AGM report in brief
Our AGM was held online on Saturday 13th March.
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Dorset Humanists
25th anniversary
1996 - 2021

1. Charitable Incorporated Organisation
Members approved the following motion:
"The Committee is authorised to submit an application to the Charity Commission to register
as a Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO)."
The committee is not proposing to do this immediately. We will convene a future General
Meeting to resolve to adopt a new Constitution and to authorise Dorset Humanists to transfer
its funds to a yet-to-be created Charitable Incorporated Organisation.

2. Constitution changes approved
All of the proposed Constitution changes were approved. Your attention is mainly drawn to our
five aims:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To promote Humanism understood as a non-religious ethical worldview
To develop, and serve the needs of, the Humanist community in Dorset
To promote the public understanding of science
To be force for good in our local community and globally
To support the work of our partners [e.g., Humanists UK, National Secular Society]

3. Dorset Humanists committee
These members of Dorset Humanists were re-elected: David Warden, Lyn Glass, Cathy Silman,
John Kingston, Chris Street, Ronnie Barr, Susan Bryson, Dean Robertson, Simon Whipple, Phil
Butcher, and Daniel Dancey was elected for the first time. David Warden was elected to serve
as Chair of Dorset Humanists for a further one-year term. Lyn’s successor as speaker finder is
Simon Whipple and John Kingston’s successor in the role of treasurer is Daniel Dancey.

4. Approval to support Hope for Food, a local foodbank, up to £1,000
Members approved a proposal to buy food for Hope for Food, a local foodbank, up to a limit
£1,000. www.hopeforfood.org.uk

5. Approval to donate £100 to Humanistically Speaking
Members approved a proposal to donate £100 to Humanistically Speaking, a grassroots
humanist magazine which was launched a year ago and which is growing in popularity across
the South and further afield.

Further information
Please email chairman@dorsethumanists.co.uk if you are a paid-up member of Dorset
Humanists and would like a copy of the minutes and/or the Constitution.

View from the Chair
David Warden
Chairman of Dorset Humanists

S

hould humanists be patriotic? One of the founders of secular humanism,
George Jacob Holyoake, coined the word ‘jingoism’ from a Victorian music
hall song, “We don’t want to fight but by Jingo if we do, We’ve got the
ships, we’ve got the men, we’ve got the money too.” My mother was definitely
jingoistic. Whenever we returned to England from our few trips abroad she would
break into song, “There’ll always be an England!”. She was all for Queen and Country.
This enthusiasm had a mildly aversive effect on me, although I respect the Queen and
there are aspects of Englishness I love such as the music of Ralph Vaughan Williams
and Charles Hubert Hastings Parry who was born in Bournemouth in 1848. I often
indulged my mother by playing Parry’s rousing hymn ‘Jerusalem’ on the piano.
My generation grew up on the idealism of John Lennon’s ‘Imagine there’s no
countries, It isn't hard to do, Nothing to kill or die for, And no religion too, Imagine all
the people, Living life in peace’. The European Union was built on this idea of erasing
borders and for millions of people leaving the EU has felt like smashing up a dream of
peace and a return to nativism and nationalism. It’s no secret that I voted to leave the
EU so why don’t I believe in the dream? There’s insufficient room on this page for a full
disquisition on global governance so I’ll restrict myself to some remarks about
patriotism and nationalism.
The word ‘nationalism’ can be used in a negative and highly pejorative sense to
refer to militarism and chauvinism. I’m certainly not a nationalist in this aggressive and
boastful sense. But it can also be used in a descriptive sense to refer to political units of
a certain size and character. A nation is bigger than a region or tribe and smaller than an
empire or transnational union. We’ve just had a talk with the word ‘Goldilocks’ in the
title and I think there’s a case to be made for the argument that a nation is ‘just the right
size’. The UK, of course, is itself a union of two countries, a principality and a province
and therefore its very composition transcends nationalism.
Some people think that the word patriotism, meaning affection for one’s own
country, is preferable to the word nationalism. For me, the word ‘patriotism’ can evoke
my mother’s enthusiastic jingoism. Some people reject both in favour of cosmopolitan
internationalism. But the concept of internationalism, and indeed the very existence of
the United Nations, presupposes the existence of nations.
I believe that the way through this morass of confusion is to think of your nation
or country as your team, just as nations compete in the Olympics. Or if you don’t like
the competitive analogy, you may think of your country as a national community with
shared traditions, language, culture, history, and sense of humour. Being patriotic in
this sense is simply a disposition of loyalty and affection towards your own community,
and its flag is simply a symbol of this community. So my answer to the question is that I
see no contradiction between Humanism and patriotism in this modest sense.

